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ness of external things. Give him a handkerchief„
pocket-knife, iwatch or other much used article
belonging to a third person whom you do not know,
but whose appearance, character, disposition, can be
vouched for subsequently by trusted parties. TelL
your sensitive to relate what are his feelings, and
what are the sensations (if any) which he experiences
from the articles placed in his possession. If care has
been taken and no suggestions, etc., made, it is more
than likely the sensitive iwill give at first trial a
broken description of general indications of the
appearance and disposition of the-party to whom the
things belong. At subsequent sitting the power to
diagnose surroundings, history, and character, will
increase.	• > Vvii'f
You can then intensify the conditions by getting-
the articles rolled up in paper by third parties in
such a .way that you do not know yourself what they
are. Your sensitive's descriptions however faulty at
first, will become correct in the main, then singularly
accurate, then marvellously so. His keenness of
spiritual perception will be so great as to go back to
all the conditions which have surrounded the life of
the person examined, from his childhood, and into
the motives vrhich have influenced certain departures,
mistakes, and successes in his life. In time your
sensitive on being presented an old key, or axe, or a
geological specimen, will give you an equally accurate
and reliable description of its history and associations,
which »will make you declare that truth is stronger
than fiction. In some instances, without being put
asleep, by simply sitting in a passive condition,
psychometry can be cultivated.
HOW TO DEVELOP THOUGHT READING.
, To this category belong thought transference
and mind-reading. The performances of Mr. Irving
Bishop, Mr. Stuart Cumberland, and Mr. Edwin
James, were called thought-reading entertainments*
The entertainments of the two former being a com-

